With bodycam deployment increasing around the globe, the question is raised on how to manage these devices most effectively. Not only must they be physically managed between shifts, but the integrity of the data must remain intact in order to provide the best protection for your officers and your community.

A Traka integrated locker solution provides the most intuitive, automated management tool for this application. With our powerful administration software, you control who can access each bodycam, and when. Officers uniquely identify themselves to the locker, and are quickly given access to their allocated device. At the end of their shift, the device is returned back to the locker, where it is identified, recharged and all of the footage securely uploaded to your server. With Traka’s management solutions you get better utilization, full user accountability, tamperproof data collection and simple administration.

With an integrated asset management system from Traka, the results are simple:

- **Automated vending process** - no need for manual distribution or logging usage
- **Better control** - allocate a specific camera to each officer, and know exactly when it is taken and returned
- **Protect video data** - eliminate the possibility of evidence tampering with full upload automation
- **Set curfews** - notifications and alarms can be triggered when cameras are not returned on time
- **Control processes** - via integration, prevent officers from clocking out until cameras are returned safely
- **Powerful reporting** - All device and user transactions are recorded, providing valuable administrative tools
- **Maximize efficiencies** - automated data uploads and seamless process flow between officers changing shifts
Powerful and Intuitive Administration

All of Traka’s intelligent access management solutions are managed by our powerful software. Traka Touch is our embedded touchscreen technology that runs directly on our intelligent lockers. This system provides a simple, user-friendly solution.

When networked with our enterprise-level, web-based management software, you gain centralized control over every Traka key cabinet and locker in your facility, or across the globe. It can be run from a single PC or any authorized device on the network, and provides a full range of management and reporting functions.

The Ease of Integration

By integrating Traka into your HR databases or access control platform, users can be easily populated and managed from an existing database, making administration effortless. Coordinate asset allocation with scheduled shifts, and ensure that your officers have checked out all the required equipment before their shift can begin.

Want to guarantee that officers never end their shift without returning their bodycam? Through integration, Traka can drive process, preventing them from clocking out or leaving the building until the devices are safely returned. The possibilities are endless, and Traka customizes unique workflows to help improve your most critical processes.

Decentralized Assets, Centralized Control

Traka systems can not only manage your bodycams, but also facility keys, fleet vehicles, firearms, laptops, radios and other valuable assets – creating 100% accountability. We reduce the administrative burden of asset management through smart automation and integration into the systems you currently have in place.

Simple, logical and effective – Traka solutions simplify your administration and make your assets work for you like never before.

For more on how customized Traka solutions can help your organization, visit TrakaUSA.com, email info@TrakaUSA.com or call 1-877-348-7252.